The most commonly developed inventory models are the classical economic order quantity model, is governed by the integer order differential equations. We want to come out from the traditional thought i.e. classical order inventory model where the memory phenomena are absent. Here, we want to incorporate the memory effect that is based on the fact economic agents remember the history of changes of exogenous and endogenous variables. In this paper, we have proposed and solved a fractional order EOQ model with constant demand rate where the demand is fully backlogged during shortage time. Finally, a numerical example has been illustrated for this model to show the memory dependency of the system. The numerical example clears that for the considered system the profit is maximum in long memory affected system compared to the low memory affected or memory less system. Keywords: Fractional order derivative; Euler gamma function; Long memory effect and short memory effect; Fractional order inventory model.
Introduction
Recently, fractional order integration and differentiation have been applied to the real world problem for its memory property. But in this system growth of any processes is slower compared to the ordinary differential system. Fractional order integration and differentiation are generalizations of integer-order integration and differentiation with including n th derivatives and fractional n-fold integrals [8] [9] . Usually, authors use R-L integration and Caputo fractional order derivative to develop different problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently Baleanu and his collaborators developed and used the new non-local fractional derivative with non-singular kernel in different physical problems [26] [27] [28] . The fractional order derivative has different type of significance in different applications. In physical problem it is used as the roughness parameter of the surface [21] , in biological and financial system it is the indicator of memory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] etc.
The memory means the dependence of the process not only on the current state of the processes but also on the past history of the process. Like the application in physics and biology it is recently using in Economic analysis [2] [3] [4] . However, there are some areas of operation research where the application of fractional calculus has been started to apply in the last few years. Our main interest is to include the application fractional calculus in the inventory models.
It is well known that rate of change of integer orders of a function at any particular point is determined by the property of the function in the infinitely small neighborhood of the considered point. Hence, the integer order rate of change of any function/system is assumed as the instant rate of change of the marginal output, when the input level changes. Therefore, dynamic memory effect is not present in classical calculus. Thus the classical calculus is not able to include the previous state of the system [6] [7] . But in the fractional derivative, the rate of change is affected by all points of the considered interval, so it is able to incorporate the previous /memory effects of any system. Here, the order of fractional derivative will be treated as an index of memory. So, the fractional order system can remove amnesia from any system [22] .
Its application is suitable to formulate and analyze the real-life phenomena which has memory effects. Inclusion of memory effect using fractional calculus in susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) epidemic model was done by M.Saedian et al. [1] using the memory kernel function. They have proposed in their paper [1] that the real epidemic process is clearly sustained by a nonMarkovian dynamics memory effect.
Tarasova et al. [2] [3] [4] [5] have developed many research articles using the concept of the memory effect of fractional order derivative and integration. In the paper [4] Tarasova et al. gave an idea of economic interpretation of fractional derivatives using the Caputo derivative. Tarasova et al. in [5] discussed elasticity for the economic process with memory using fractional differential calculus. Here, they defined that generalization of point price elasticity of demand to the case of the processes with memory. In these generalizations, they take into account dependence of demand not only from the current price(price at the current time) but also changes of price for some time interval.
Pakhira et al. [6] [7] [23] [24] developed some memory dependent Economic order quantity models including the fractional order rate of change of the inventory level and fractional order effect of different costs. The inclusion of the memory effect in the inventory model is necessary to handle practical business policy.
In this paper, our aim is to develop a memory dependent EOQ model where demand is completely backlogged during shortage [25] . Here, Caputo fractional order derivative and Riemann-Liouville fractional order integration have been used to develop the EOQ model where fully backlogged is permitted during shortage time. To formulate the fractional order differential equation model we have used the memory kernel concept as develop in [ 1] . Here different costs are established using fractional order integration. Finally the effects of inclusion of memory parameter are investigated using numerical examples.
Our analysis clears that when the integral memory index is absent but the differential memory index is present, the minimized total average cost is gradually decreasing with gradually increasing memory effect but optimal ordering interval is gradually increasing. The numerical value of the minimized total average cost with the presence of the differential memory index is low compared to the presence of the integral memory index. Analysis also clear that total order quantity needs to be adjusted for short past experience effect but not for long experience.
The rest part of the paper is organized as follows in the section-2, some review of fractional calculus has been given, in the section-3, model formulation has been discussed, in the section-3.4, fractional order inventory model formulation with memory kernel has been given, In the section -3.5 fractional order model Analysis has been presented, In the section-4, numerical examples are given and finally in the section-5, some conclusions are cited.
Review of fractional calculus

Euler Gamma Function
Euler's gamma function is one of the best tools in fractional calculus which was proposed by the Swiss mathematicians Leonhard Euler (1707-1783).The gamma function   x  is continuous extension from the factorial notation. The gamma function is denoted and defined by the formulae
Fractional Laplace transforms Method
The Laplace transform of the function ) (t f is defined as
where 0 s  and s is called the transform parameter. The Laplace transformation of n th order derivative is defined as
where   t f n denotes n th derivative of the function f with respect to t. For non-integer it is defined in generalized form [8] [9] as,
where, ( 1) . n n    
3.Model formulation
Inventory models are developed under the following assumptions and notations,are given below.
3.1Assumption
In this paper, the classical and fractional order EOQ models are developed on the basis of the following assumptions.
Time horizon is infinite.
(iii) Demand rate is
There is permitted complete backlogging during shortage time.
Notations
The following notations are used to develop the model. 
 
In the next section we shall establish the fractional order inventory control model using the memory kernel method [1] .
Fractional order inventory model formulation with memory kernel
To establish the influence of memory effects, the differential equation (9-10) can be written using the kernel functions in the following form:
is the kernel function. This type of kernel guarantees the existence of scaling features as it is often intrinsic in most natural phenomena. Thus, to generate the fractional order model we consider Using the definition of fractional derivative [8] [9] we can re-write the Equation (11, 12) to the form of fractional differential equations with the Caputo-type derivative in the following form
Now, applying fractional caputo derivative of order   1   on both sides of the Eq. (13, 14) and using the fact that the Caputo fractional order derivative and fractional order integral are inverse operators, the following fractional differential equations can be obtained for the model
along with boundary condition 

Here, we define memory effect in two steps(i) long memory effect,(ii) low memory effect.
Long and Short memory effect:
The strength of memory is controlled by the order of fractional derivative or fractional integration.If order of fractional derivative or fractional integrationis in the range (0,0.5) then the system has long memory effect and in [0.5,1) then is short memory effect.
Fractional order model Analysis
Fractional order inventory model is governed by the two fractional order differential equation as follows
The inventory levelcan be found integrating the system (17-18) and using the boundary condition
Since the inventory level decreases with respect to time t, so the maximum positive inventory level will occur at 0 t  which gives
Here, the maximum backorder units are
The order size during the total ordering interval   0,T , is denoted by Q and defined as
In reality, holding cost depends on time. It is not constant in the entire cycle of the system. Due to that reason, the inventory holding cost per unit is assumed as a function of time in the form
The inventory holding costwith memory effect is denoted by , HOC   [6] and defined as
(  is considered as integral memory index) Shortage cost with fractional effect is denoted by , SC   and defined as follows
The purchasing cost for fractional order model is denoted by , POC   and defined as
Therefore, total average cost for the fractional order inventory model is
where,
We consider three different cases of the total average cost depending on the different values of the memory indexes 
To solve (28) analytically, the primal geometric programming method has been applied. The dual form of (28) has been introduced by the dual variable (w).The corresponding primal geometric programming problem has been constructed in the following:
  
Normalized condition is as 1  1  2  1  1  2  3   3  1  1  4  5  6 , , , , ,
Using the above primal-dual relation the followings are given by , , , , , w w w w w w of the dual variables 1  2  3  4  5  6 , , , , , w w w w w w can be obtained and finally the optimum value T* of T can be calculated from the equation of (34) substituting the critical values. Now the minimized total average cost * , TOC   has been calculated by substituting * T in (28) analytically. The minimized total average cost and the optimal ordering interval is evaluated from (28) numerically.
(ii) Case-2: In this case we consider therate of change of inventory level is fractional but integral memory index is absent i.e.   
Using the similar analogy as previous, the minimized total average cost and optimal ordering interval has been solved from (35).
(iii)Case-3:Here, we consider presence of integral memory only i.e. rate of change of inventory level is unit but integral memory index present i.e.  
Then, the inventory model is as, 2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  2 1  1   2  3  3  1  2  2  3   1  1  ,  ,  ,  2  2 3  2  2  2  2  2 2  2 2, 3,
Using the similar way of case-1,the minimized total average cost and the optimal ordering interval has been solved from (36). 
It is clear from the Table-3that in presence of differential memory index (i.e. rate of change of inventory level is affected by some exogenous effect such as environment of the society, quality of the product etc.)and in absence of integral memory index (i.e. the system affected by affected some exogenous effect like transportation system and shortage of the product those are not directly connected to the inventory level), the minimized total average cost is gradually decreases with increasing memory effect. In long memory effect, profit becomes high but business stay long time to reach the minimum value of the total average cost. Hence, moderate value of memory in the system is good for the business policy. Thus for good business policy, the planner should not carry too long previous memory and should consider the memory of a reasonable time period.
Now, when we fix the system in absence of differential memory index (see table- ) then we see that the minimized total average cost becomes maximum at 0.5,   then it gradually decreases below and above. In this case the optimal ordering interval is very low compare to the previous case. If the shortage start later then we see that minimized total average cost is high in long memory affected system and gradually decreases i.e. profit increases when integral memory increases. In this case the length of optimal ordering interval is long compare to the quickly shortage starting system but it not highly long as in the case of long differential memory system. moderate compared the short stock period.
Hence, from the concept of real market of inventory system and mathematical results conclude that for moderate i.e. (here long stock period) stock period is appropriate for the business. In Table-5 we have presented the optimal ordering interval and minimized total average cost considering both memory effect simultaneously. It is clear from the Table-5 that the optimal ordering interval is long for this long memory affected system. The large optimal ordering interval implies that there may be some demurrage of inventory though the profit is high. Thus the memory affected model will be more realistic in the range   , 0.6.1.0 .
  
In reality if we consider more memory i.e. previous experiences then system will be disturbed due to its high restriction. In figure-2 we have presented the positive inventory level with respect to t different values of the differential memory index ( ). It is clear from the figure that the positive inventory level changes linearly for low memory affected system but for long memory system then it initially fall rapidly and then decrease with slow rate
(b)
The graphical presentations of total average cost as a function of ordering interval (T) and shortage time (t 1 ) for different values of memory indices are presented in figure 3 (a-p). It is clear figures that the nature of that total average cost is monotonic increasing function both the memory effect is high. But with the decrease of memory effect the average cost function become convex downwards. Hence the total minimized average cost will be minimized for intermediate value of the ordering interval and shortage time but in other cases the average cost function will be minimum at one end of the interval. Next we will find the most important parameters for the considered system which has high influence in the total minimized average cost using sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis has been performed by changing each of the values of the considered parameter by +50%,+10%,-10%,-50% into show effects on the optimal ordering interval 
 
It is clear from the Table- 6 and 7 that in long memory effect shortage cost per unit per unit time   2 C constant demand rate    are the most sensitive parameters but for low memory affected system the important parameters are per unit cost ( P ) and constant demand rate    .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a fractional order EOQ model using the concept of memory dependency with the assumption that the demand is completely backlogged during the shortage time. To investigate the memory dependent EOQ model here we have introduced two type memory indexes as (i) differential memory index and (ii) integral memory index. In presence of differential memory index and in absence of integral memory index, profit becomes highest in long memory effect but optimal ordering interval is long. So, the presence of long memory is not practical in real life, the business man should consider moderate memory. It is clearly established from the numerical examples that in presence of integral memory index and in absence of differential memory index the profit gradually increases with increasing value of the memory effect. The sensitivity analysis shows that the parameter per unit cost of the total order quantity is the most sensitive parameter for the market studies in low memory effect but in long memory the most sensitive are parameters are shortage cost per unit and demand rate are the most sensitive parameter. In long memory effect, profit is always high compared to the low memory effect but the length of the ordering interval is long. Here, per unit cost is less sensitive in long memory affected system compare to low memory affected system. Hence, total order quantity needs to be adjusted for short past experience effect but not for long experience. For future research, the model can be extended for partial backlogging demand during shortage. This work will help the business policy maker to include the level of past experience in the marketing system.
